Abstract: Experimental results of the transverse momentum distributions of φ mesons and Ω hyperons produced in gold-gold (Au-Au) collisions with different centrality intervals, measured by the STAR Collaboration at different energies (7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, and 39 GeV) in the beam energy scan (BES) program at the relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC), are approximately described by the single Erlang distribution and the two-component Schwinger mechanism. Meanwhile, the STAR experimental transverse momentum distributions of negatively charged particles, produced in Au-Au collisions at RHIC BES energies, are approximately described by the two-component Erlang distribution and the single Tsallis statistics. The excitation functions of free parameters are obtained from the fit to the experimental data. A weak softest point in the string tension in Ω hyperon spectra is observed at 7.7 GeV.
Introduction
High energy nucleus-nucleus (heavy ion) collisions at the relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC) [1] [2] [3] and the large hadron collider (LHC) [4, 5] can provide the environment and condition of high temperature and density, where a new state of matter, namely the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), is expected to form [6] [7] [8] . Even at the top center-of-mass energy (the maximum √ s N N = 19.4 GeV) of the super proton synchrotron (SPS), the equation of state (EoS) is possibly different from that at lower energy [9] . Both the RHIC and SPS have performed the beam energy scan (BES) programs, which give us opportunities to search for the onset of deconfinement of quarks and gluons, the critical point of phase transition from QGP to hadronic matter, and the softest points in the EoS in nucleus-nucleus collisions. The onset of quark deconfinement should be possibly the critical point of QGP phase transition. Although there is a relation between the softest points in the EoS and the critical point of QGP phase transition, they are not sure the same. In addition, different quantities result in different softest points, and the critical point should be exclusive. To reveal the relation between the softest points and critical point is still an open question.
Generally, the RHIC and its BES energies ( √ s N N = 7.7-200 GeV) [10] [11] [12] are larger than the SPS and its BES energies ( √ s N N = 6.6-19.4 GeV) [13] [14] [15] , though they have an overlap each other. The STAR Collaboration has been performing the RHIC BES program [10] [11] [12] , and the NA61/SHINE Collaboration has been performing the SPS BES program [13] [14] [15] . Some interesting results involved to the softest points in some excitation functions in the EoS have been reported. For example, the works which study excitation functions of ratio of positive kaon number to pions (K + /π + ) [16] [17] [18] , chemical freeze-out temperature (T ch ) [17, 18] , mean transverse mass minus rest mass ( m T − m 0 ) [17] , and ratio of experimental negative pion rapidity (y) distribution width to Landau hydrodynamic model prediction [σ y (π − )/σ y (hydro)] [18] show the softest point being around √ s N N = 7-8 GeV. By using the Landau hydrodynamic model 1 and the ultra-relativistic quantum molecular dynamics hybrid approach, an analysis based on rapidity distribution and squared speed-of-sound (c 2 s ) extraction shows the softest point locating in the energy range from 4 to 9 GeV [19, 20] .
Recently, a wiggle in the excitation function of a specific reduced curvature, C y , of the net-proton rapidity distribution at midrapidity is expected in the energy range from 4 to 8 GeV [21, 22] , where C y = (y 3 beam d 3 N/dy 3 ) y=0 /(y beam dN/dy) y=0 , y beam denotes the beam rapidity, and N denotes the number of considered particles. A local weak wiggle in the C y excitation function is exhibited in the range from 8 to 12 GeV. It is shown that there are more than one softest points in the EoS from 4 to 12 GeV. Our recent work which based on rapidity distribution and c 2 s extraction shows the softest point being around 8.8 GeV [23] , and there is a jump (from ≤ 0.3 to 1/3-1/2) in c 2 s when the energy changes from 17.3 to 19.6 GeV. These phenomenons render that the interacting process is complex in the considered energy range. However, the searching for the onset of quark deconfinement and the critical point of QGP phase transition is not simple [24] . More analyses are needed in the study of the relation between the softest points and critical point.
The present work does not intend to reveal the relation between the softest points in the EoS and the critical points of QGP phase transition. Instead, we hope to search for more information of the softest points. In this paper, we study the transverse momentum spectra of different particles (φ mesons, Ω hyperons, and negatively charged particles) produced in gold-gold (Au-Au) collisions at a few RHIC BES energies (7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27 , and 39 GeV) by using the single (or two-component) Erlang distribution [25] [26] [27] for both hard and soft processes, two-component Schwinger mechanism [28] [29] [30] [31] for hard process only, and single Tsallis statistics [32] [33] [34] for soft process only. The results calculated by the two methods (Schwinger and Erlang, or Tsallis and Erlang) are compared with the experimental data of the STAR Collaboration [35, 36] .
The structure of the present work is as follows. The model and method are shortly described in section 2. Results and discussion are given in section 3. In section 4, we summarize our main observations and conclusions.
The model and method
Firstly, we discuss uniformly hard and soft collision processes in the framework of the multisource thermal model [25] [26] [27] . According to the model, a given particle is produced in the collision process where a few partons taken part in. Hard process contains two or three partons which are valence quarks. Soft process contains usually two or more partons which are gluons and sea quarks. Each (the i-th) parton is assumed to contribute to an exponential function [f i (p t )] of transverse momentum (p t ) distribution. Let p t denotes the mean transverse momentum contributed by each (the i-th) parton, we have
The contribution of all n partons which taken part in the collision process is the folding of n exponential functions [25] [26] [27] . We have the transverse momentum (p T ) distribution f (p T ) of final-state particles to be the Erlang distribution
which has the mean transverse momentum p T = n p t . Secondly, the production of particles with heavy mass in hard process is also described by the Schwinger mechanism [28] [29] [30] [31] . Let κ denote the string tension between partons which form a given final-state particle. Each (the i-th) parton has and then contributes to the given particle a Gaussian function of transverse momentum distribution
The transverse momentum distribution contributed by the string (two partons) is the folding of two 2 Gaussian functions. That is
Thirdly, the Tsallis statistics which has more than one function forms [32] [33] [34] is also used to describe the thermal production of particles in soft process. We consider the simplest form of the Tsallis transverse momentum distribution at mid-rapidity
where T is the temperature which describes averagely a few local sources (equilibrium states), q is the entropy index which describes the degree of non-equilibrium among different local sources, µ is the chemical potential which is related to √ s N N [37] , m 0 is the rest mass of the considered particle, and C T is the normalization constant which is related to other parameters.
In the Monte Carlo method, let r i denote random numbers in [0,1]. The Erlang distribution results in
Although both − p t n i=1 ln r i and − p t ln n i=1 r i can be used, we would rather use − p t n i=1 ln r i than − p t ln n i=1 r i due to n i=1 r i being probably a too small value for the calculation when n is large enough. Similarly, let R 1,2,3,4,5 denote random numbers in [0,1]. The Schwinger mechanism results in
The Tsallis distribution satisfies pT 0 f (p T )dp T < R 5 < pT +dpT 0 f (p T )dp T .
Sometimes, the experimental p T distribution is the sum of two components with different weights. This means that we need the two-component function in some cases. Although we show the Monte Carlo method of the calculations, the analytical method is used in the present work, unless (n − 1)! is too large for the calculations. It should be noted that the Erlang distribution shows flexible forms which are the foldings of two, three, · · ·, or multiple exponential functions, the Schwinger mechanism shows an inflexible form which is the folding of two Gaussian functions, while the Tsallis statistics shows relative flexible form which is the sum of two or three standard distributions [38] . The parameter p t in the Erlang distribution renders the mean transverse momentum contributed by each parton, the parameter κ in the Schwinger mechanism renders the string tension between two collision partons, while the parameter T in the Tsallis statistics renders the excitation degree of interacting system. Because of the parton number in a string being fixed to two, the Schwinger mechanism is not suitable in analysis of soft process in which there are two or more partons, unless we consider multiple strings and the folding of multiple Gaussian functions in the process. In the case of using two or more components, the parameter value can be obtained by the average weighted those of different components. As a thermal description, the Tsallis statistics is not suitable in analysis of hard process in which heavy particles are produced by direct collisions between two or among three partons.
3 Results and discussion in hard process. The symbols represent the experimental data of the STAR Collaboration [35] in different centrality intervals, which are scaled by different amounts marked in the panel. The dashed and solid curves are our results calculated by using the single Erlang distribution and the two-component Schwinger mechanism respectively. The values of n for all the cases are taken to be 3. Other related parameter values are listed in Table 1 with values of χ 2 per degree of freedom (χ 2 /dof), where k S1 denotes the relative contribution of the first component in the two-component Schwinger mechanism, and κ 1 , κ 2 , and p t , are the main free parameters in the two functions. One can see that both the single Erlang distribution and the two-component Schwinger mechanism describe approximately the experimental transverse momentum distributions of φ mesons produced in mid-rapidity in Au-Au collisions at the RHIC BES in most cases.
We would like to point out that the experimental data in narrow transverse momentum range should be described by the one-component formula of the Schwinger mechanism. As an example, the dotted curves in Figure 1 Although less parameters are used in the fit of one-component formula, it does not describe the data in wide transverse momentum range. Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1 , but it shows the results,
+ (open symbols divided by 2) in different centrality intervals, where the symbols represent the data of the STAR Collaboration [35] and Ω hyperons are assumed to produce in hard process. At the same time, the result of the one-component Schwinger mechanism is not available. The values of n for all the cases are taken to be 3. Other related parameters are listed in Table 2 with values of χ 2 /dof. One can see that both the single Erlang distribution and the two-component Schwinger mechanism describe approximately the experimental data of Ω − andΩ + produced in mid-rapidity region in Au-Au collisions at the RHIC BES in most cases. [35] . At the same time, the results of the one-component Schwinger mechanism are not available. Table 1 . Values of parameters kS1, κ1, κ2, and pt , as well as χ 2 /dof corresponding to the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 1 . In all the cases, for the single Erlang distribution, we have n = 3 which are not listed in the column.
Two-component Schwinger mechanism
Single Erlang distribution [36] , and the dashed and solid curves are our results calculated by using the two-component Erlang distribution and the single Tsallis statistics respectively. The dotted curves in Figure 3 (a) are an example calculated by using the one-component Erlang distribution. Table 2 . Values of parameters kS1, κ1, κ2, and pt , as well as χ 2 /dof corresponding to the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 2 . In all the cases, for the single Erlang distribution, we have n = 3 which are not listed in the column.
Single Erlang distribution Table 3 . Values of parameters T , q, kE1, pt 1, and pt 2, as well as χ 2 /dof corresponding to the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 3 . In all the cases, for the two-component Erlang distribution, we have n1 = 3 and n2 = 2 which are not listed in the column.
Single Tsallis statistics
Two-component Erlang distribution To give a comparison, Figure 3 gives the results, d 2 N/(2πpT dηdpT ), of negatively charged particles (hadrons) (h − ) produced in mid-pseudorapidity (|η| < 0.5) in the same collisions with a bit difference in centrality intervals, where h − are assumed to produce mostly in soft process and the contribution of hard process to h − with high pT is neglected due to small amount. The symbols represent the data of the STAR Collaboration [36] , and the dashed and solid curves are our results calculated by using the two-component Erlang distribution and the single Tsallis statistics respectively. The dotted curves in Figure 3(a) are the results of single Erlang distribution, which are given as an example and are not in agreement with the spectra in wide transverse momentum range. The values of n1 and n2 for all the cases are taken to be 3 and 2 respectively. Other related parameter values related to the two-component Erlang distribution and the single Tsallis statistics are listed in Table 3 with values of χ 2 /dof. The chemical potentials related to collision energy [37] in Eq. (5) are taken to be 0.407, 0.304, 0.197, 0.149, and 0.107 GeV which correspond to 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, and 39 GeV, respectively. For the dotted curves in Figure 3 To study the change trends of parameters with centrality interval (C) and collision energy ( √ sNN ), Figure   4 shows the dependences of parameters kS1, κ1, κ2, and pt on centrality at different energies (left panel) and on energy in different centrality intervals (right panel). The different symbols represent the parameter values extracted from Figure 1 and listed in Table 1 , where the two-component Schwinger mechanism and single Erlang distribution are used for φ spectra. The lines are our fitted results, and the values of intercepts, slopes, and χ 2 /dof are listed in Table 4 . Figure 5 is the same as that for Figure 4 , but it shows the parameter values extracted from Figure 2 and listed in Table 2 , where the two-component Schwinger mechanism and single Erlang distribution are used for Ω − (solid symbols) andΩ + (open symbols) spectra respectively. In particular, the solid and open symbols in Figure 5 are shifted respectively to the left and right sides by a small amount for clearness. The values of intercepts, slopes, and χ 2 /dof corresponding to the lines in Figure 5 are listed in Table 5 . Figure 6 displays the dependences of parameters T , q, kE1, pt 1, and pt 2 on centrality at different energies (left panel) and on energy in different centrality intervals (right panel). The different symbols represent the parameter values extracted from Figure 3 and listed in Table 3 , where the single Tsallis statistics and two-component Erlang distribution are used for negatively charged particle spectra. The values of intercepts, slopes, and χ 2 /dof corresponding to the lines in Figure 6 are listed in Table 6 .
One can see from To study the relations between different distributions, as well as their parameters, we could give some further discussions. It should be noted that Figures 1 and 2 devoted to multi-strange hadrons φ(ss) mesons and Ω(sss) hyperons respectively. Both φ(ss) mesons and Ω(sss) hyperons are expected to have relatively small hadronic interaction cross-sections. They are also important probes for the search of the QGP phase transition [35] . We have used the two-component Schwinger mechanism and the single Erlang distribution to describe the spectra of multi-strange hadrons which are expected to be produced in hard scattering process. Although the Schwinger mechanism can give the string tension κ between partons, the flexible Erlang distribution can describe the violent degree of parton-parton interactions or excitation degree of interacting system (emission source) by the mean transverse momentum pt contributed by each parton and the mean transverse momentum pT contributed by n partons. From the comparisons between the Schwinger mechanism and Erlang distribution in Figure 1 and Table 1 , we can obtain the linear relations between κ and pT for φ mesons in Figures 7(a) Table 7 . One can see that κ increases with increase of pT . There is a one-to-one correspondence between the two-component Schwinger mechanism and the single Erlang distribution.
For the spectra of negatively charged hadrons presented in Figure 3 , we have used the single Tsallis statistics and the two-component Erlang distribution. Because of the Tsallis statistics resulting in the sum of two or three standard distribution [38] , it has the temperature parameter T which describes the excitation degree of interacting system. The mean transverse momentum pT obtained from the two-component Erlang distribution also describes the excitation degree of interacting system. From the comparisons between the single Tsallis statistics and the two-component Erlang distribution in Figure 3 and Table 3 , we can obtain the linear relations between T and pT in Figures 7(e) and 7(f) which correspond respectively to different collision energies (in various centrality intervals) and to different centrality intervals (at various energies), where C1, C2, · · ·, C6 for Figure 7 (f) represent successively the centrality intervals mentioned in the right panel of Figure 6 . The values of intercepts, slopes, and χ 2 /dof are listed in Table 7 . One can see that T does not show an obvious change with increase of pT . Instead, Figure 6 shows that q and pT increase with increase of √ sNN , which renders that q increases with increase of pT . There is a one-to-one correspondence between the single Tsallis statistics and the two-component Erlang distribution. Because the Schwinger mechanism and Tsallis statistics do not describe the same set of experimental data. We do not expect to study the relation between κ and T . In addition, in the case of considering the two-component functions, we obtain the values of κ, T , and pT discussed above to be respectively an average weighted by the two components. In our recent works [39, 40] , we have studied the two-component Schwinger mechanism and the two-component Erlang distribution for J/ψ and Υ productions [39] , and Lévy distribution and the multi-component Erlang distribution for identified particles productions [40] . In most cases, different functions (Schwinger and Eralng or Tsallis and Erlang) describe the same set of experimental data (hard or soft particles), which reflects the relations among them. The relations between κ and pT , as well as T and pT , discussed above are an attempt to study these relations. In particular, the single and two-component Erlang distributions describe the particle spectra in hard and soft processes respectively, which reflects the Erlang distribution being flexible. We think that there are some universal laws existing in the two processes. If the hard process corresponds to a violent collision, the soft process corresponds to a non-violent or a very non-violent collision. Only from the collision itself, both the hard and soft processes obey the same Erlang distribution with different pt and parton numbers. We think that the Erlang distribution is one of the universal laws existing in the hard and soft processes.
Conclusions
We summarize here our main observations and conclusions. a) The transverse momentum distributions of φ mesons, Ω hyperons, and negatively charged particles produced in mid-(pseudo)rapidity in Au-Au collisions with different centrality intervals at RHIC BES energies are analyzed by using the single or two-component Erlang distribution, the two-component Schwinger mechanism, and the single Tsallis statistics. The single or two-component Erlang distribution is approximately in agreement with the experimental data measured by the STAR Collaboration over an energy range from 7.7 to 39 GeV. The two-component Schwinger mechanism describes approximately the data of φ mesons and Ω hyperons which are assumed to produce in hard process. The single Tsallis statistics describes approximately the data of negatively charged particles in which most are assumed to produce in soft process.
b) The mean transverse momentum contributed by each parton in the Erlang distribution which describes φ mesons, Ω hypersons, and negatively charged particles, and the string tension between partons in the Schwinger mechanism which describes φ mesons and Ω hypersons, decrease with decrease of centrality, and increase with increase of collision energy. The effective temperature of emission source in the Tsallis statistics which describes the negatively charged particles does not show an obvious dependence on centrality and collision energy. The entropy index does not show an obvious change with change of centrality, and increase with increase of collision energy. A weak softest point in the string tension in Ω hyperon spectra is observed at 7.7 GeV.
c) The relative contribution of the first component in the two-component Erlang distribution which describes the negatively charged particles decreases slightly with decrease of centrality, and increases with increase of collision energy. The relative contribution of the first component in the two-component Schwinger mechanism which describes φ mesons and Ω hypersons decreases slightly with decrease of centrality, and does not show an obvious change with change of collision energy.
d) In the descriptions of hard process, the string tension in the two-component Schwinger mechanism increases with increase of the mean transverse momentum in the single Erlang distribution. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the two descriptions for hard process. In the descriptions of soft process, the temperature and entropy index in the single Tsallis statistics unchanges approximately or increases with increase of mean transverse momentum in the two-component Erlang distribution. There is also a one-to-one correspondence between the two descriptions for soft process.
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